One of the most widely accepted epidemiological features of multiple sclerosis (MS) is its tendency to increase as latitude increases, in both directions from the equator. The worldwide distribution of MS may be an indirect reflection of some cause which varies by latitude, the most obvious environmental factor being climate. The possible role of ultraviolet radiation (UVR) in MS etiology was first proposed in 1960 and has recently received increasing attention. This issue of the Canadian Journal of Neurological Sciences includes a paper by Sloka et al which correlates MS prevalence and UVR globally, along with latitude and other factors that might contribute to the geographic distribution of MS. While this study furthers our understanding of the relative bearing which UVR may have on MS distribution, it also highlights some of the difficulties inherent in examining UVR’s impact.

Sloka et al observed a statistically significant negative correlation between UVR and MS prevalence rates worldwide.\(^2\) The use of prevalence rates to assess whether low UVR exposure is a risk factor for developing MS is not unusual, because incidence rates are less available and more susceptible to measurement error; however it is problematic. Prevalence rates can lack biological relevance since MS patients living in a particular region may have been elsewhere when their disease began. The few studies using a measure of incidence have targeted various age periods according to different theories about when MS begins, in particular that some important cause occurs before age 15 based on migrant studies.\(^3\) An earlier paper by Sloka et al reported a statistically significant negative correlation between UVR and MS patients’ place of residence in Newfoundland during their first year of life, a smaller correlation for residence over the first ten years, and no correlation with residence at symptom onset. Beretich and Beretich suggest that the negative correlation between UVR and statewide MS prevalence based on US veterans’ data implicates UVR in incidence because subjects were predominantly born and lived in the state where they were inducted around age 18. Staples et al found a negative correlation between residential UVR in the first trimester of pregnancy and risk of having an infant who later developed MS, in addition to a negative correlation between UVR and region of birth among Australian MS patients. The various age periods used in these studies complicates an assessment of the relationship between UVR and incidence. It remains unclear whether UVR is involved in either the initiation or clinical manifestation of MS.

Sloka et al conclude that low UVR exposure is a risk factor for the development of MS which outweighs other factors in their study, including latitude, by at least 20-fold.\(^2\) The data presented only illustrates this 20-fold risk through p-values from single variate regression analyses. P-values indicate the likelihood that a relationship is observed by chance rather than quantifying effect size. The coefficients in Figure 2 of the paper, which might more reasonably be considered a measure of the degree of relationships, indicate that UVR has only a slightly stronger correlation with MS prevalence at 0.37 than with latitude at 0.30. The emphasis on statistically significant p-values rather than meaningful effect size can be found in other UVR studies; and in fact where relationships have been found between UVR and MS distribution, correlation coefficients or other risk statistics such as odds ratios (ORs) tend to be small\(^4\)\(^6\)\(^7\). Most reported ORs for example are less than 2:1 for low UVR exposure, too small to reach the threshold beyond which an elevated OR is probably not due to bias.\(^8\) Considering the typically small effect sizes which have been found, Sloka et al’s recommendation that UVR could be used by health ministries for estimating their MS populations and allocating resources might be tempered by recognition that other factors related to prevalence could confound any such approach. The lower than expected MS prevalence in Scandinavia considering available UVR might illustrate this need for caution.

Added to concern about effect size is the concern that measurement of both MS prevalence and UVR varies among studies including size of measurement error, as does the measurement of other possible explanatory factors. Sloka et al’s use of multiple regression to assess the relative bearing of UVR and other factors on MS distribution moves beyond several studies which have addressed UVR alone or UVR controlling for latitude. However it also demonstrates that the way in which variables are measured or entered into a multiple regression analysis can influence whether or what part of the variance in MS distribution they explain. For example, when latitude and longitude were entered separately all other factors fell out of the model, but when latitude and longitude were combined into a variable representing distance from northern Europe, smoking and accuracy of methods used to measure prevalence entered the model as negatively significant. The reason for changes in these configurations is not always readily apparent.

All this aside, the statistically significant negative correlation between UVR and MS prevalence observed by Sloka et al is consistent with the findings of other recent descriptive studies which have explored the relationship between UVR and MS prevalence.\(^5\)\(^7\). However, because they do not examine exposure to UVR at the individual level, that is, exposure of MS patients versus controls retrospectively or via comparison groups prospectively, all such studies are limited in their ability to establish cause. As Sloka et al note, many factors can influence exposure to UVR regardless of its level in the atmosphere, including amount of time people spend outdoors, clothing worn, sunscreen use and skin pigmentation.\(^2\) A few case-control studies have been conducted addressing the possibility that low UVR is a risk factor for developing MS, but the results of these studies are less consistent. Norman, Cook and Dowling found that low UVR exposure was not a statistically significant MS risk factor.
When controlling for latitude, other studies have found no difference between cases and controls in terms of outdoor occupation or recreational activities\textsuperscript{10,11}. More recently Kampman et al\textsuperscript{12} found that Norwegian MS patients reported lower outdoor summertime activities than controls, most pronounced between ages 16-20; and van der Mei et al\textsuperscript{13} found that MS patients reported spending fewer hours per day outdoors on weekends and holidays year round than controls, particularly between ages 6-15. Case-control studies have their own limitations such as recall bias where subject report is used. Even objective measures, such as sun damage to skin which van der Mei et al\textsuperscript{13} used to supplement subject report, can be compromised since timing of damage prior to onset age could not be established. Nevertheless it is probably time to encourage more, soundly designed case-control studies to clarify the relationship between UVR and risk of developing MS.

Several mechanisms have been suggested through which UVR may play a role in the development of MS. Sloka et al emphasize the possibility that UVR could act through alterations in Vitamin D\textsubscript{3} which displays immunomodulatory properties in humans. For example, low UVR could have a negative impact on the immune system through deficient Vitamin D\textsubscript{3} production, which in turn might increase susceptibility to attack by some causal virus like Epstein-Barr\textsuperscript{14}. UVR could act through other possible mechanisms however which should not be overlooked, such as changes in level of melatonin which also has immunomodulatory properties\textsuperscript{15}. Or UVR may have a direct immuno-suppressive effect, for example, by reducing the ratio of helper to suppressor T-cells\textsuperscript{16}. On the other hand, latitude’s independent contribution to MS prevalence which Sloka et al observed suggests that both latitude and UVR may be proxies for a third factor which is actually causal, such as ionizing cosmic radiation which might induce oxidative myelin damage in MS patients\textsuperscript{17}. Some epidemiological observations do not fit a causal role for UVR in the development of MS and remain to be resolved, among them: that the incidence of MS appears to be unchanged or increasing; but, if high UVR is protective against MS, then incidence should decline with the increase in UVR which is part of global warming\textsuperscript{18}.
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